5V5 ULTIMATE FRISBEE GAME ASSESSMENT RUBRICS
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Quality criteria to indicate student’s level of attainment
Reposition to receive the pass or move Move to a tactically advantageous position to Maximise scoring opportunity by passing the
out of the offensive flow to maximise the receive the disc to maximise the opportunity to disc to a teammate in a tactically advantageous
opportunity to keep possession or score keep possession or score
position to receive the disc
Move away from defender into open Receive a pass inside the end-zone to score Pass the disc, while advancing towards the endspace to create options for teammates to [LO7]
zone; and pass into the end-zone when
pass [LO5]
appropriate for teammates to score [LO3 & LO6]
Fake to pass to create space [LO4]
Move away from defender into open Receive the disc, coming to a stop with balance Pass the disc when guarded to a teammate and
space to receive the disc
and look for open space and teammate before move into open space [LO1]
passing [LO2]
Move into space to receive the disc
Receive the disc and coming to a stop with Pass the disc to a teammate who is in the open
balance
Move
Receive
Pass
Student is able to play the 5v5 game with appropriate rules
Quality criteria to indicate student’s level of attainment
Mark and deny attacker from receiving the disc
Mark the thrower by positioning oneself for effective force and deny
thrower from passing the disc to teammates
Mark to prevent cutter from receiving the disc [LO10 and LO11]
Mark the thrower by positioning oneself for effective force to restrict
thrower’s line of pass [LO9]
Intercept by catching the disc or hitting the disc away from Mark to prevent thrower from passing the disc to teammates
opponent’s reach [LO8]
Follow the attacker without the disc
Mark the attacker who has possession of the disc
Guard the cutter (off-the-disc attacker)
Guard the thrower (off-the-disc attacker)
Student is able to play the 5v5 game with appropriate rules

For the attacker to reposition refers to the concept of clearing where an attacker moves away from the current position of the disc and out of the offensive flow so as not to congest the
active passing lanes or to receive the pass in the situation of a short gain pass.

